Stability of single- and few-molecule junctions of conjugated diamines.
We study the stability of molecular junctions based on an oligo(phenylenethynylene) (OPE) diamine using a scanning tunneling microscope at room temperature. In our analysis, we were able to differentiate between junctions most probably formed by either one or several molecules. Varying the stretching rate of the junctions between 0.1 and 100 nm/s, we observe practically no variation of the length over which both kinds of junction can be stretched before rupture. This is in contrast with previously reported results for similar compounds. Our results suggest that, over the studied speed range, the junction breakage is caused purely by the growth of the gap between the gold electrodes and the elastic limit of the amine-gold bond. On the other hand, without stretching, junctions would survive for periods of time longer than our maximum measurement time (at least 10 s for multiple-molecule junctions) and can be considered, hence, very stable.